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bstract

This paper firstly presents an approach of parallel coordinates based parameter control panel (PCP). The PCP is used to control parameters of
ocal region-based volume rendering (FRVR) during data analysis. It uses a parallel coordinates style interface. Different rendering parameters
epresented with nodes on each axis, and renditions based on related parameters are connected using polylines to show dependencies between
enditions and parameters. Based on the PCP, a concept of volume rendering guided search process is proposed. The search pipeline is divided

nto four phases. Different parameters of FRVR are recorded and modulated in the PCP during search phases. The concept shows that volume
isualization could play the role of guiding a search process in the rendition space to help users to efficiently find local structures of interest. The
sability of the proposed approach is evaluated to show its effectiveness.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Over the past decades, great advances have been made in
canning techniques that produce volume data, such as CT and

RI. These developments have led to create higher resolution
nd larger volumetric data sets. However, structures of interest
SOIs) (tumors, metatarsal–phalangeal joints within the foot,
tc.) in these data sets occupies a percentage of the voxels
hat is often below 10% of all voxels. In practical applica-
ions, the analysis of such data sets needs efficient extraction
f SOI while preserving data structures around it to provide
ontext information. In medical applications, the lung nod-
le, for example, is commonly diseased and surgeons doing
ung surgery indicate that the spatial relationships between ves-

els and nodules are difficult to judge. A 3D visualization to
rovide spatial relationships and specifically focus on some
OIs would be helpful for this purpose. We believe that focal
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egion-based volume rendering [1–3], which aims at making
he visualization process more efficient by focusing on the
ffects or events the user is interested in, is a solution for this
roblem.

Furthermore, local SOIs are often occluded by outside struc-
ures because of their positions [4]. We name structures of
nterest being occluded as internal structures of interest (ISOIs).
ll SOIs to be analyzed in this paper refer to ISOIs except for

hoes pointed out specifically. FRVR is particularly suited to
epict SOIs during data analysis. Because it allows the user to
peel inside” the data set and enclose a local region separately
o identify relationships between objects explicitly. The loca-
ion, size, and shape of SOIs can be depicted through the use of
he focal region. Further, it lets the user specify different trans-
er functions for different regions during data analysis. From the
ser’s point of view, structures in context region are as significant
s SOIs in focal region in FRVR. To navigate through volume
sing the focal region helps the user to improve understanding

f SOIs. The properties of FRVR stated above enable it to be
n appropriate tool to search SOIs. Thus a search mechanism
ased on FRVR is necessary to guide movement of the focal
egion inside the volume, so that SOIs are analyzed effectively.

mailto:zhou@it.usyd.edu.au
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compmedimag.2007.10.007
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framework for searching SOIs based on FRVR is composed
f following components:

An interface of fine control of parameters of FRVR during
data analysis.
An efficient search mechanism to be set up to find SOI.

In this paper, we firstly introduce the concept of Parallel
oordinates [5] into the rendering pipeline and set up a param-
ter control panel to control parameters of FRVR. In Section
, we present a framework of volume rendering guided search
rocess based on FRVR to find internal structures in volume
ata set. The parallel coordinates based parameter control panel
s used to fine control parameters of FRVR during the volume
endering guided search process. Section 4 demonstrates imple-
entation of the proposed approach. The presented approach is

sed to detect different SOIs in Section 5. The usefulness of the
roposed approach is also evaluated in Section 6. Finally, we
iscuss the presented approaches and make conclusions.

. Fine control parameters of FRVR

This section introduces the concept of parallel coordinates
nd its applications in FRVR. In order to show the integrity of
his paper, a brief description of FRVR is given before presenting
he details of fine control parameters of FRVR.

.1. FRVR revisited

FRVR [1–3] is a rendering method that is used to “peel
nside” data sets and depict internal structures of the data set.
t divides the volume data into two parts by a geometry primi-
ive (e.g. sphere, cube): context region and focal region. In the
ontext region, the dominant features are extracted and rendered
rominently while in the focal region, the detailed information
f volume data is presented. Different rendering methods and
ransfer functions are used in different regions. Users could

ove the position and change the size of the focal region in
rder to explore different structures in volume data. The main
nformation of FRVR can be found at http://medvis.webs.io/ and
ttp://medvis.webs.io/Focalregion.htm.

Usually, there are four main parameters that need to be fine
uned in FRVR during data analysis: the transfer function for
he context region, the transfer function for the focal region, the
ocal region position, and the focal region size. To fine control
hese parameters with the traditional approach is often time-
onsuming and difficult. It is highly necessary to develop a
echanism to effectively tune and control different rendering

arameters of FRVR. Many researchers contributed different
pproaches to explore different rendering parameters [6–8].
lthough these approaches can provide solutions for finding

ppropriate visualization parameters to some degree, they still
ave some challenges especially for FRVR:
The user cannot easily combine different parameters of FRVR
which have their own advantages for representing SOIs into
a new rendering process.

e
F
a
t

Fig. 1. The parallel coordinates for RN .

It is not easy for the user to keep track of different parameters
of FRVR in different rendering processes.
The effects of different rendering parameters of FRVR can-
not be easily compared. It is difficult to effectively use the
previous rendering results.

.2. The concept of parallel coordinates and FRVR

Parallel coordinates is a graphing technique which is used
o represent relations of high dimensional data in a 2D plane
5]. As shown in Fig. 1, on the plane with XY -Cartesian coordi-
ates, and starting on the y-axis, N copies of real lines, labelled
1, x2, . . . , xN , are placed equidistant and perpendicular to the
-axis. They are the axes of the parallel coordinate system for
uclidean N-dimensional space RN . Tory et al. [9] presented
parallel coordinates style interface for exploratory volume

isualization parameters. This interface is useful for the gen-
ral volume rendering approaches. The work in this section is
otivated by [9]. However, in FRVR, the most significant param-

ters are transfer functions for different regions, the focal region
osition, and the focal region size. The movement of the focal
egion is also significant for user understanding. It needs special
echanisms when adapting the concept of parallel coordinates

nto FRVR.
The obvious characteristics of rendering parameters of FRVR

ifferent from the traditional rendering approaches are that
here are more parameters that need to be tuned, parame-
ers depend on each other, and they have close relations with
heir previous states. Higher-dimensional parameters increase
he complexity for tuning them. Close relations of parame-
ers with their previous states require the user to compare
hese different parameters together in order to decide how
o control parameters and understand their relations in the
ext step. The relations refer to dependencies of different
arameters.

When using the parallel coordinates in FRVR, a point P,
ith coordinates (p1, p2, . . . , pN ) represented by one polyline,

epresents a FRVR-based analysis process with different param-

ters. Each coordinate of the polyline represents a parameter of
RVR. In this way, a one-to-one correspondence between FRVR
nd its different parameters on x1, x2, . . . , xN is established
hrough polylines.

http://medvis.webs.io/
http://medvis.webs.io/Focalregion.htm
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In this paper, a parallel coordinates based PCP is set up to
ontrol parameters of FRVR in the rendering pipeline. The PCP
s divided into two spaces: the parameter editor space and the
endering image history list space. The parameter editor space
s used to edit parameters of FRVR as shown in Fig. 3. The
endering image history list space (see Fig. 3) is used to display
endering images based on parameters in the parameter editor
pace. The PCP gives the user an overview of dependencies
etween parameters and rendering images through polylines.

.3. Parameter editor space

The parameters of FRVR to be controlled in the PCP include:
he transfer function for the context region, the transfer function
or the focal region, the focal region position, and the focal region
ize. Each of these parameters is represented with one parallel
xis. We name one coordinate in the parallel coordinates as a
ode. After defining different parameters on each axis, a render-
ng process is set up through connecting nodes on different axis
ith polylines. The created rendering image is automatically

dded to the bottom of the rendering image history list. The
olyline connects to the created image automatically in order
o present dependencies between the rendering image and its
arameters. The advantages of the parameter editor space are
hat it organizes all parameters in one space, and gives the user
n overview of all parameters at the same time.

.4. Rendering image history list space

In the rendering image history list space, each image corre-
ponds to one polyline in the parameter editor space (see Fig. 3).
he user could drag the vertical slide bar and loop through dif-

erent rendering images. When the rendering image appears in
he view port of the list space, a line is automatically connected
etween this image and its related parameter nodes. We set up
Make Current mechanism as shown in Fig. 3. When clicking
rendering image in the history display list, the clicked image

nd its related parameter polylines are highlighted. At the same
ime, the main renderer is synchronized to show the current ren-
ering display. The Make Current mechanism allows the user to
rack back to any rendering states. The list space lets the user
ompare different renditions in one space. Through comparison,
he user finds better parameters and settings for specific features
rom different images.

Based on these information, the user locates better param-
ters on each parallel axis through polylines, and then set up
onnections between the located better parameters to create a
ew rendering process. We name this process as the parameter
eorganization. The explicit depiction of dependencies between
endering images and parameters enables the user to easily
dentify better parameters on different axes. It also enables the
ser to easily reorganize parameters into a new rendering pro-
ess. In order to help the user to understand the relations of

arameters in a continuous way, a movie based on previous
endering images is created using a Movie Creator. Through
he movie, the user tracks the movement of the focal region
ynamically.

w
s
f
u

Fig. 2. The framework of volume rendering guided search process.

. Volume rendering guided search process

In this section, we set up a concept of volume rendering
uided search process to find SOIs in a 3D data set. The frame-
ork of volume rendering guided search process is shown in
ig. 2. It is divided into four phases: the search initialization,

he search phase, the explanation and confirmation phase, and
iagnostic decision making. The search initialization phase ini-
ializes the volume rendering for the search process. The search
hase performs the search based on FRVR. The explanation and
onfirmation phase explains and confirms search results. Based
n the search results, the user makes diagnostic decisions. Each
hase shows how FRVR is controlled and used to guide the
earch in order to find SOIs. The PCP plays the role as the control
enter during the search process. It provides two significant roles
uring the search process: compare different rendering parame-
ers in one space, and create a new rendering process based on
he previous rendering parameters.

.1. The search initialization phase

In the search initialization phase, the user has some initial
pproximate ideas about SOI based on the anatomical knowl-
dge and their experiences. For example, the user is aware of

hat kind of information about the data set is known before the

earch process. They are also aware of structures which are use-
ul to guide their search process. Based on this information, the
ser often has assumptions:
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The assumption related to data value properties. In terms of
volume rendering, this assumption is directly related to the
approximate definition of transfer functions. It guides the
user to approximately define transfer functions for different
regions in the overall search process.
The assumption related to the appearance of objects, e.g. the
size and shape of objects. This assumption can help the user
to optimize the transfer function in different regions.
The assumption related to the relationships between objects,
e.g. the location. This could also help the user to optimize
transfer functions. In addition, it restricts the user to specific
regions to detect SOI.

In summary, during this phase, the initial information and
ssumptions about the data set are transferred to the data analysis
ipeline and recorded in the PCP. For example, transfer func-
ions for different regions are specified based on the anatomical
nowledge and recorded in the PCP. The initial focal region
osition is specified using the location where SOI possibly
xists based on the anatomical knowledge and experiences. The
ecorded initial parameters in the PCP are used in the following
earch phase.

.2. The search phase

After the search initialization phase, the user needs to find
OI and do further analysis according to their purpose. However,

hey do not know exactly where SOI is, how it looks like. So
he search in the rendition is necessary in this phase. The search
hase is divided into four sub-phases (see Fig. 2): the initial
earch sub-phase, determining transfer functions, determining
arameters of the focal region, and fine tuning parameters.

(i) The initial search. In the initial search sub-phase, the input
information are the recorded parameter nodes (e.g. see
Fig. 4) which represent initial information and assumptions
about 3D data set in the PCP. The user connects the recorded
nodes on different axes in order to create different initial
search renditions. The user gets an overview of the data
set in this phase. However, it may be difficult to determine
what is visible in the focal region because the parameters
of the focal region may not be the optimal for showing SOI.
So after this sub-phase, the user needs to modulate transfer
functions and parameters of the focal region interactively.

(ii) Determine transfer functions and parameters of the focal
region. A transfer function for the focal region is used
to depict visual features of SOI purposefully. A trans-
fer function for the context region allows the rendition
to display guiding structures which orient movement of
the focal region during the search process. Another signif-
icant search sub-phase is to determine good parameters of
the focal region, and especially the location of the focal
region. Usually, the initial location of the focal region is

often determined based on the anatomical knowledge. In
this sub-phase, the input information are different initial
search renditions recorded in the PCP (e.g. see Fig. 5). The
PCP enables the user to find good rendering parameters
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on each axis through comparing the recorded search rendi-
tions in the rendering image history list. If the user is not
satisfied with the parameters on one axis, they could create
new parameters based on the previous parameters.

iii) Fine tuning rendering parameters. After a potential loca-
tion of SOI is found, the user fine tunes parameters of the
system and makes a display which shows SOI informa-
tion clearly. During the volume rendering guided search
process, the sub-phases of determining useful transfer func-
tions, determining the parameters of the focal region, and
fine tuning parameters of the focal region depend on each
other (see Fig. 2). The input information of this sub-phase
are the renditions created through reorganizing previous
better parameters and newly created parameters. So during
this search sub-phase, the user recognizes which render-
ing parameters of FRVR needs to be fine tuned in order to
clearly display SOI. The changed parameters are recorded
in the PCP, and the user only needs to connect other bet-
ter rendering parameters with the new parameters using
polylines to create new search renditions.

.3. The explanation and confirmation phase

Once a SOI is found, the user needs to explain and con-
rm information obtained during the search process. After the
xplanation and confirmation phase, the user decides whether
hey should search other SOIs in a new search process (see
ig. 2). If the search results meet requirements and serve analy-
is purposes, the user then makes diagnostic decisions based
n the search results. Otherwise, they begin another search
rocess.

. Implementation

We implemented a parallel coordinates based PCP, and set up
he framework of volume rendering guided search process based
n FRVR. The interface was built with QT [10], a cross-platform
indowing toolkit. The rendering tools were implemented based
n FRVR modules developed in our previous work. The pre-
ented approach was implemented on Windows XP platform on
standard PC with single 2.40 GHz Intel Pentium4 CPU and

.0 GB memory. The graphics board is NVidia GeForce 4 Ti
200 processor with 64 MB of data RAM.

Fig. 3 illustrates principal components of the PCP and the
ramework of volume rendering guided search process based on
RVR. Because Section 2 has already introduced some features
f the PCP, this section gives a brief description of implemen-
ation of components in the PCP. A set of vertical parallel axis
ines in the parameter editor space forms the central compo-
ents, which represent different parameters of FRVR. Different
odes can be added on each axis from a corresponding popup
ialog (or menu) or by manipulating a previous node to produce
ew parameter values. We implemented the following param-

ters: the transfer function for the context region, the transfer
unction for the focal region, the focal region position, the focal
egion size, and FRVR renderer. To the right of the parame-
er editor space is the rendering image history list space. We
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ig. 3. The principal components of the PCP and volume rendering guided sear
3) the movie creator; (4) the make current facility; (5) the main renderer windo

ncluded controls to save and reload parameters and polylines
or the future search pipeline.

We also implemented additional features that help volume
endering guided search process more flexible and powerful.
irstly, a Make Current (see Fig. 3) facility allows the user to

ocate parameters used to render a rendition in the rendering
mage history list space. It also allows the user to synchronize
he current rendering settings with the rendition in the main
enderer window. It helps the user to track back any rendering
tates during the search process. Secondly, a Movie Creator (see
ig. 3) was implemented to help the user to percept the search
rocess in a continuous way based on previous search history.
n this way, the user can dynamically track the movement of the
ocal region during the search process. We also included controls
o save rendering images and movies during the search process.

. Experiments

The proposed approach has wide applications in medical
mage analysis. Firstly, it is used to analyze pathologies or small
tructures inside soft tissues, for example, lung nodules, brain
umors, solitary liver masses, and lymph nodes. The user needs
o locate and differentiate these structures from their surround-

ngs during data analysis. Secondly, local bone structures, such
s metatarsal–phalangeal joints and local born fractures, need
o be analyzed in detail while keeping structures surrounding
hem in order to provide context information. The proposed

s
r
t
a

cess: (1) the parameter editor space; (2) the rendering image history list space;

pproach meets this purpose specifically. Further, the proposed
pproach can be used in orthopedics surgical planning and treat-
ent, where FRVR is used to locate and depict local structures

o be operated while surrounding structures provide context
nformation. In this section, the presented approach is used to
etect pathologies or small structures in soft tissues, and locate
ocal bone structures, in order to show the effectiveness of the
roposed approach.

.1. Detection of small structures and pathologies

Small structures and pathologies in soft tissues are often
ccluded by other structures, and have low contrast with their
urroundings. They need to be detected through a search pro-
ess in order to get understanding and make diagnostic decisions.
his subsection first uses the presented approach to detect lymph
odes in head and neck region. Lung nodules and brain tumors
re also located and analyzed in this experiment.

.1.1. Lymph node analysis
The lymph nodes in the head and neck region often have ellip-

oidal bean shapes. The data values of lymph nodes are in the
ange between soft tissues and the contrast-enhanced blood ves-

els/bones. The lymph nodes are often laced along the lymphatic
outes in certain regions and definitely occluded by other struc-
ures [11]. Any transfer function showing the lymph nodes will
lso show many other structures that have similar values using
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inside the lung to show nodules and outside structures at the
same time. It is also difficult for the user to better understand
nodules if the same transfer functions are used for nodules and
their surrounding structures (e.g. vessels) [13].
ig. 4. The initial information and assumptions are represented using different
arameter nodes.

irect volume rendering, which makes it difficult to detect and
nalyze lymph nodes based on direct volume rendering method.
ur proposed approach is particularly suited to find and display

he lymph nodes.
During the lymph node detection process, the user connects

he search path for the lymph nodes to bones and typical tis-
ues (e.g. vessels). The search path is restricted to the regions
here the lymph nodes possibly exist. For example, we plan to
nd submental lymph nodes, the search path is restricted to the
ubmental region in order to increase the search efficiency. We
rstly use a focal region larger than the normal size of the lymph
ode. These initial parameters are recorded on different axes in
he PCP as shown in Fig. 4, where the axis of “Distance Trans-
er Func” is used to control the distance transfer function [12]
uring rendering, and we do not use this axis in this experiment.
ach circular node in the parameter editor space represents one

nitial parameter.
After aquiring the initial rendering parameters, we start the

nitial search phase. The input information of this phase are
he recorded parameter nodes as shown in Fig. 4. We connect
ifferent parameter nodes on different axes using polylines. It
reates different renditions in the rendering image history list as
hown in Fig. 5. From these initial search renditions, we may not
et useful features of the lymph nodes (e.g. boundary of lymph
odes) because of improper locations or large sizes of the focal
egion. So it is necessary to find better rendering parameters of
RVR based on the initial search renditions. This is done through
omparing renditions in the rendering image history list. We
ecognize the better parameters on different axes, connect them
sing a polyline, and create a new rendering image.

Based on the created new rendering image, the focal region
s moved with the help of guiding structures (e.g. the bones) and
revious positions recorded in the PCP (see Fig. 6). In this image,
lthough we do not see lymph nodes clearly in the focal region,

he larger focal region allows us to gather information about
he location of lymph nodes. For example, the object the arrow
oints to in this image is a part of ellipsoidal shape and possibly
lymph node based on its boundary shape. The focal region
ig. 5. The recorded nodes are connected using polylines to create initial search
enditions in the initial search sub-phase.

hould be moved in the direction of the ellipsoidal boundary.
he rendering parameters need to be fine tuned in the follow-

ng processes to make sure that it is a lymph node in Fig. 6. So
he size and location of the focal region are changed in the fol-
owing steps. The fine tuning process is performed in the PCP
hrough connecting newly created parameters and other better
arameters.

A movie is created using the Movie Creator
ased on the recorded search states in the PCP (see
ttp://medvis.webs.io/[Focalregion.htm#video]). It simu-
ates the real-time search process for the lymph nodes, and
elps to easily decide how to control parameters in the next
tep.

.1.2. Lung nodule and brain tumor detection
Nodules are commonly diseased in human lungs. Radiolo-

ists usually use visual search method in 2D slices to detect and
valuate nodules. This kind of method has several disadvantages
4]. Traditional volume rendering cannot allow the user to peel
Fig. 6. The rendition shows cues of the lymph node in the search phase.

http://medvis.webs.io/Focalregion.htm#video
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Fig. 8. A brain tumor is detected in a 2D slice.

Fig. 9. The focal region is used to locate a brain tumor.
Fig. 7. The focal region is used to track lung nodules.

In the human lung, nodules and vessels often have close
elations (i.e. the nodules are often near vessels). The relations
etween nodules and the main structure of vessels in the lung
an be used to guide the movement of the focal region during
RVR-based search process. Fig. 7 shows the result of using the
roposed approach for lung nodule detection. During the search
rocess, rendering parameters are recorded in the PCP in order
o be used in the following phase. A movie is created to show the
nalysis process of lung nodules using the proposed method (see
ttp://medvis.webs.io/Focalregion.htm#video). From the exper-
mental results, we see that our approach has the following
dvantages compared with traditional approaches: nodules are
ynamically tracked using the focal region, and vessels are used
s the guiding structures to track nodules in order to let the user
ore easily locate and better understand nodules.
The proposed approach was also used to locate brain tumors.

hen opening a channel from the skull to the actual location
f the tumor inside the brain, a surgeon needs to take proper
lanning to avoid major blood vessels. Through the volume ren-
ering guided search process, brain tumors can be visualized by
avigating the focal region inside the volume. At the same time,
he context information (e.g. skull) are displayed to provide com-
rehensive information for surgery. In this experiment, tumors
an be screening detected in 2D slices (see Fig. 8). During the
rain tumor analysis using the proposed approach, parameters
n different search phases are recorded in the PCP. The user reor-
anizes parameters recorded on different axes and get the final
nalysis result. Fig. 9 shows the result of brain tumor analysis
sing the presented approach.

.2. Local bone structure depiction

In medical imaging, an SOI often resides in local areas (e.g.
one fracture and bone joint). It is useful if the SOI is ren-
ered in detail with its surrounding structures at the same time.
his kind of presentation is helpful for the user to understand
he SOI and its relative position during diagnosis and surgical
lanning. In this experiment, CT foot data set is used to demon-
trate how the proposed approach is used to analyze part of large
tructures. Fig. 10 uses FRVR-based 3D data analysis to analyze

Fig. 10. Rendering of bone joint structures and their surroundings at the same
time.

http://medvis.webs.io/Focalregion.htm#video
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alization researchers showed higher success rates than graphics
researchers.

Two principal reasons result in these evaluation results: The
first comes from the data set itself. In this evaluation, the lymph

Table 1
The rates for successfully finding SOIs using different methods
J. Zhou et al. / Computerized Medical

etatarsal–phalangeal joints of the foot data. In this figure, joints
nd their surroundings (e.g. skin) are presented in the rendition
t the same time. This allows the user to be more confident for
athological structures and their positions during diagnosis and
reatment planning.

. Usability evaluation

We conducted a usability evaluation in order to show
he effectiveness of the proposed approach by comparing it
ith other traditional approaches (e.g. cine-looping, direct
olume rendering) for searching SOIs. We collected quanti-
ative and qualitative rating scales on several items that were
esigned to evaluate whether the volume rendering guided
earch process met our objectives (helping users to improve
earching and understanding of internal structures in a 3D
ata set).

.1. Evaluation set-up

The evaluation procedure was set up based on the follow-
ngs: six observers assessed the volume rendering guided search
rocess for analyzing internal structures in medical data sets.
bservers are from a wide variety of backgrounds: two observers

re end users who are radiologists with expertise in medical
maging. Another two observers are researchers in the field
f volume visualization of medical data set. The other two
bservers are researchers in the field of computer graphics.
e expected these different backgrounds of observers to pro-

ide a wide variety of opinions and insight into the proposed
pproach. For example, radiologists are more knowledgable at
nding SOIs and understanding them; visualization researchers
ocus their attention more on understanding rendering parame-
er space; graphics researchers are more interested in the user
nterface.

We used the CT data of the head and neck region, lung nodule
ata set, brain tumor data set, and foot data set in the evaluation.
he observers were asked to perform two sample tasks dur-

ng the evaluation: (1) explore the data sets, and (2) search for
n identifiable SOI (e.g. lymph node, nodule, tumor, joints) in
ifferent data sets, respectively. Besides using the proposed vol-
me rendering guided search process to perform these tasks, the
bservers were required to use two other medical image analysis
ethods (cine-looping 2D slices and direct volume rendering)

o conduct the same tasks in order to compare effectiveness of
ifferent methods.

The observers conducted evaluations separately. During the
valuation, the observers were first introduced to the PCP and
he concept of volume rendering guided search process based on
RVR, cine-looping 2D slices, and direct volume rendering. Ini-

ial search parameters were set-up ahead of time. Then they were
sked to perform two tasks as described above. The observers
ere provided directed information for searching SOIs. We

eveloped evaluation guidelines based on a questionnaire for
D data analysis tasks. These guidelines are motivated by the
uidelines used in [9]. The observers were required to com-
lete a report to answer the following assessments based on
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-point rating scales (1, poor; 5, good) for three different analysis
ethods:

(i) Learning: ease of learning to use the technique.
(ii) Analyzing: ease of analyzing the data using the technique.
iii) Understanding structures: ease of understanding the found

SOI in the rendition.
iv) Finding structures: ease of finding SOI.
(v) Parameter space: ease of understanding the parameter space

(rendering options).
vi) Tasks straightforward: ease of tasks that can be performed

in a straightforward manner.
vii) Anatomical knowledge: ease of the anatomical knowledge

that can be considered in the search process.
iii) Overall understanding: ease of understanding SOI and

overall data set at the same time.
ix) Further analysis: ease of using search results for further

analysis (e.g. segmentation).

These evaluation items were designed in order to show the
ffectiveness and usefulness of different methods for search-
ng internal structures and overall understanding of 3D data set.
ecause the time for the search process using different methods
epends on hardware performance and data size, we did not eval-
ate the time performance. However, we simulated the volume
endering guided search process using movies as discussed in
he previous sections to show its powerfulness for data analysis
hen it is performed in real-time.

.2. Evaluation results

Table 1 shows the rates for successfully finding SOIs using
ifferent analysis methods, where VRGS represents volume
endering guided search process and DVR denotes direct vol-
me rendering method. We only show the successful rates of
nding lymph nodes and lung nodules. They are two typical
xamples of using the proposed approach for 3D data analysis.
rom the table we can see that volume rendering guided search
rocess shows higher success rates in finding SOIs than other
wo methods, and cine-looping shows higher success rates in
nding SOIs than direct volume rendering. But we found that
ine-looping requires more time and anatomical knowledge for
earching SOIs. Further, it shows that the success rates for find-
ng the lung nodule is higher than that of finding the lymph
ode. During the evaluation, we found that radiologists showed
igher success rates than other two observer groups, and visu-
OIs VRGS (%) Cine-looping (%) DVR (%)

ymph node 66.7 50.0 16.7
ung nodule 83.3 83.3 16.7
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strated by Tory and Möller [14]: volume visualization could
allow the user to incorporate the anatomical knowledge into
Fig. 11. Average ratings in the usability evaluation.

ode in the CT data set of the head and neck region has lower
ontrast compared with the lung nodule data set. So the lung nod-
le is more easily identified than the lymph node. Secondly, each
bserver has different backgrounds and strengths as described
n the previous subsection. This allows the participant, who
as more anatomical knowledge and is knowledgable on ren-
ering options, to have higher success rates in finding SOIs.
urthermore, because cine-looping requires more anatomical
nowledge during evaluation, radiologists show higher success
ates for finding SOIs using this method. And because of occlu-
ions, it is often difficult to find SOIs using direct volume
endering, and the success rates for finding SOIs using direct
olume rendering are low. From the statistical results in Table 1
e see that more knowledge on anatomical structures and visual-

zation options help to improve the search efficiency and success
ates in finding SOIs.

Fig. 11 illustrates average ratings from the usability evalua-
ion. Qualitatively, we can see that the proposed approach rates
igher than the other two methods, except that volume render-
ng guided search process needs more time to be learnt and
as more complicated parameter space. Because cine-looping
nly requires the user to change z-axis coordinates and win-
owing function to find SOIs, it is easier to use than direct
olume rendering and volume rendering guided search pro-
ess. The figure shows that it is easier for volume rendering
uided search process to find SOIs and consider anatomical
nowledge into the search process than the other two methods.
olume rendering guided search process is a more straight-

orward method to search SOIs. It also shows better overall
nderstanding of the data set than the other two methods. The
earch results from volume rendering guided search process
nd cine-looping can be used more easily for further analysis
e.g. segmentation) because they both explicitly provide posi-
ion information, but direct volume rendering cannot meet this
oint.

Evaluators felt that the proposed approach would be more
owerful and effective if the system provided more intuitive

nteraction devices for the focal region. This could be one of
ur future studies. Some evaluators suggested to combine 2D
lices and the proposed approach together in order to guide the
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ovement of the focal region and provide more understandable
nformation. This is more useful for radiologists, who are used
o analyzing 3D data set in 2D slices, to use volume render-
ng guided search process in practical applications. Overall, the
valuation study indicates that volume rendering guided search
rocess is a positive and promising idea for finding SOIs in a
D data set. Our evaluation process also identified directions for
uture research.

. Discussion

Control of rendering parameters in volume rendering espe-
ially in FRVR is often difficult because of their complexity and
igh dimensions. The disadvantages of the approach by Tory
t al. [9] are that, it is not useful to integrate camera position
s well as zoom and translation of the scene into the parallel
oordinates style interface. Because these parameters are more
asily controlled in the renderer directly through the mouse
nteraction. They are also not the main factors which affect the
ffectiveness of the rendering. The PCP shows advantages for
ne control parameters of FRVR during data analysis. It can
ombine different parameters of FRVR into a new rendering pro-
ess. Different parameters can be easily compared and tracked
uring data analysis.

The proposed concept of volume rendering guided search
rocess finds SOIs based on the 3D object displays, but not on
he pixel information in a 2D slice as in cine-looping mode.
ecause volume visualization provides content-based represen-

ations of data set rather than pixel-based representations, it is
more natural way for the user to find SOIs using this concept.
ompared with the method of cine-looping mode often used
y radiologists, the concept proposed here has the following
dvantages:

The user searches SOIs in 3D rendition space. He interacts
with the data set at an organ or tissue level, rather than at a
voxel level.
The concept allows the user to find SOIs in a certain region in
the rendition space, but not in all slices as in the cine-looping
mode.
The content-based representations of data set in the rendition
space allows the user to more easily evaluate and find SOIs.
It is a good representation to evaluate complex anatomical
structures and find SOIs.

The concept bridges the gap between volume rendering and
pplications. It considers volume rendering not only as a visu-
lization tool to display structures, but also as a search tool
o find SOIs in a 3D data set when meeting some require-

ents. So from this concept, another role of volume rendering
or data analysis could be added besides the roles demon-
data analysis pipeline, and guide a search process in the
endition space to help users efficiently find SOIs in a 3D
ata set.
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. Conclusions

This paper firstly contributed the parallel coordinates based
CP in order to fine control parameters of FRVR during data
nalysis. Then the concept of volume rendering guided search
rocess based on FRVR was proposed to find internal struc-
ures in a data set, which is one of the principal contributions
f this paper. The PCP is used to control parameters of FRVR
uring the search process. The concept shows that volume
isualization, which meets some assumptions and techniques,
an be used to guide the data analysis and help the user to
et search results more effectively and faster, where SOIs are
etected, recorded, and ready for the further analysis. The con-
ept allows the user to semi-automatically analyze medical
mages — by developing generalizable tools for incorporating

edical knowledge into a volume visualization-based analysis
ystem.
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